Dentatus Classic Surtex® Posts

The Dentatus Classic Surtex post has a micro-texturized metal finish, creating two-fold increase of retention compared to machined surfaces. The treated metal surface increases retention to acrylic resins and significantly reduces micro leakage. Their matte finish reduces glare for better aesthetics.

**Corresponding Reamers**
Helix Classic: RSA #1-6, RSB #1-6, RSC #1-5
Standard Classic: RUA #1-6, RUB #1-6

Dentatus Luscent Anchors®

Luscent Anchors non-metallic posts transmit light for curing composites within the deep confines of canals providing anchorage and flawless aesthetics. Resin reinforced fiberglass Luscent Anchors fulfill dentistry’s preference for very strong, non-metalic posts that are consistent with conventional adhesive techniques and materials to support core foundations and aesthetic restorations. The radiolucent anchors transmit tooth color without being visible under the most adverse light conditions. They also provide a sound core-crown gingival interface radiating natural color through soft and hard tissues surrounding teeth.

**Corresponding Reamers**
Helix Conical: RSG #3-6, RSH #3-6, RSI #3-5
Standard Conical: RUG #1-6, RUH #4-6

Dentatus Twin Luscent Anchors®

Twin Luscent Anchors offer additional advantages to those of Luscent Anchors – improved mechanical retention, both against pulling and rotational forces. It gives a possibility to choose between tapered or parallel post shape, depending on which end is inserted in apical direction.

**Corresponding Reamers**
Helix Classic: RSA #3-6, RSB #3-6, RSC #3-5
Standard Classic: RUA #3-6, RUB #3-6

Dentatus Luminex® Posts

Luminex light-transmitting plastic post polymerizes composites inside weak, debilitated root structures leaving an ideal space for subsequent placement of prefabricated or custom cast posts and cores. Either one of the Luminex Smooth and Grooved Plastic Posts can be used as burnout posts for custom cast posts and cores.

**Corresponding Reamers**
Helix Classic: RSA #1-6, RSB #1-6, RSC #1-5
Standard Classic: RUA #1-6, RUB #1-6
DENTATUS LUSCENT ANCHORS®
FIBERGLASS RESIN ANCHORS

Premiere Product for Strong Aesthetic Restorations

The Advantages

- The original fiber anchors from Dentatus
- Excellent aesthetics
- One step procedure
- Creates anchor-core support

For strong aesthetic anchorage of dental cohesive restorations. One-Step procedure for simultaneously curing adhesives and composites within the confines of canals creates a mono-bloc strength anchor-core support.

Color coded for fast size indication

Provide extremely high adhesion to composite materials

6 diameters to fit very slim and very large canals
STARTER KIT

LUSCENT ANCHORS

Starter Kit 3, With Standard Conical Reamers

LUC-K3
15 Luscent Anchors, color coded depth markers (5 of each size: small, medium, large)
3 Assorted Standard Conical Reamers (one of each RUH-4, RUH-5, RUH-6)
1 Probos I Pathfinder #3
15 Assorted Core Forms-to-Fit

REFILLS

LUSCENT ANCHORS

5 Anchors + 6 Ass. Core Forms-to-Fit/pkg

LUC-L5 Luscent Anchors Large (blue depth markers)
LUC-M5 Luscent Anchors Medium (red depth markers)
LUC-S5 Luscent Anchors Small (yellow depth markers)
LUC-XS5 Luscent Anchors Extra Small (white depth markers)
LUC-XXS5 Luscent Anchors XX-Small (green depth markers)
LUC-XXXS5 Luscent Anchors XXX-Small (purple depth markers)

15 Anchors + 15 Ass. Core Forms-to-Fit/pkg

LUC-L15 Luscent Anchors Large (blue depth markers)
LUC-M15 Luscent Anchors Medium (red depth markers)
LUC-S15 Luscent Anchors Small (yellow depth markers)
LUC-XS15 Luscent Anchors Extra Small (white depth markers)
LUC-XXS15 Luscent Anchors XX-Small (green depth markers)
LUC-XXXS15 Luscent Anchors XXX-Small (purple depth markers)

30 Anchors + 30 Ass. Core Forms-to-Fit/pkg

LUC-L30 Luscent Anchors Large (blue depth markers)
LUC-M30 Luscent Anchors Medium (red depth markers)
LUC-S30 Luscent Anchors Small (yellow depth markers)

ACCESSORIES

CORE FORMS-TO-FIT, REFILLS

100 pcs/pkg

LX-F Assorted
LX-FS Small
LX-FM Medium
LX-FL Large

LUSCENT ANCHOR SIZES

XXX: LENGTH 15 MM & Ø 1,00 MM

S: LENGTH 15 MM & Ø 1,45 MM

XXS: LENGTH 15 MM & Ø 1,15 MM

M: LENGTH 17 MM & Ø 1,60 MM

XS: LENGTH 15 MM & Ø 1,30 MM

L: LENGTH 19 MM & Ø 1,75 MM
DENTATUS TWIN LUSCENT ANCHORS®
FIBERGLASS RESIN DENTAL ANCHOR WITH AN INNOVATIVE DESIGN

A Winning Combination of Light Transmission, Attractive Aesthetics and Twice the Retention

The Advantages
- Design provides extra high retention
- Glass fiber material for high aesthetics
- High adhesion
- Twice the invention
- Twice the retention

The Twin Luscent Anchor is based on the Luscent Anchor. The design is a visible assurance against accidental debonding of adhesive and resin-core materials.

Dentatus has raised the standard of excellence with the Twin Luscent Anchors. This innovative design is your visible assurance against accidental debonding of adhesive and resin-core materials. The slim mid-section creates a “physical choke.” The vent groove eliminates air resin entrapment and prevents rotational dislocation. It all adds up to a winning combination of light transmission, attractive esthetics and twice the retention.*

*Al-Harbi & Nathanson, Boston U. Presented at AAED/IFED MTG, 10/3/02

Color coded for fast size indication
Hour-glass shape provides improved retention
Longitudinal groove provides anti-rotational interlocking
STARTER KIT

**TWIN LUSCENT ANCHORS**

*Starter Kit 1, With Standard Classic Reamers*

- **LUT-K1**
  - 15 Twin Luscent Anchors, color coded depth markers (5 of each size: small, medium, large)
  - 3 Assorted Standard Classic Reamers (one of each RUA-4, RUA-5 and RUB-6)
  - 1 Probos I Pathfinder #4
  - 1 Probos II reamer/router #4
  - 15 Assorted, Core Forms-to-Fit

**REFILLS**

**TWIN LUSCENT ANCHORS**

*5 Anchors + 6 Ass. Core Forms-to-Fit/pkg*

- **LUT-L5** Luscent Anchors Large (blue depth markers)
- **LUT-M5** Luscent Anchors Medium (red depth markers)
- **LUT-S5** Luscent Anchors Small (yellow depth markers)
- **LUT-XS5** Luscent Anchors Extra Small (white depth markers)

- **15 Anchors + 15 Ass. Core Forms-to-Fit/pkg**
  - **LUT-L15** Luscent Anchors Large (blue depth markers)
  - **LUT-M15** Luscent Anchors Medium (red depth markers)
  - **LUT-S15** Luscent Anchors Small (yellow depth markers)
  - **LUT-XS15** Luscent Anchors Extra Small (white depth markers)

**ACCESSORIES**

**CORE FORMS-TO-FIT, REFILLS**

*100 pcs/pkg*

- **LX-F** Assorted
- **LX-FS** Small
- **LX-FM** Medium
- **LX-FL** Large

**TWIN LUSCENT ANCHOR SIZES**

- **XS**: LENGTH 16.7 MM & Ø 1.26 MM
- **S**: LENGTH 16.7 MM & Ø 1.40 MM
- **M**: LENGTH 16.7 MM & Ø 1.54 MM
- **L**: LENGTH 16.7 MM & Ø 1.68 MM